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Fabrics Needed 
Fabric        For Wristlet - One 3” x 10” rectangle
       For Key Fob - One 3” x 5” rectangle

Materials Needed 
Pellon® 987F Fusible Fleece    For Wristlet - One 2” x 10” rectangle
       For Key Fob - One 2” x 5” rectangle      
Key fob hardware and key ring
Felt       Scrap
Thread

Tools Needed
Sewing machine and related supplies
Rotary cutter and related supplies.

http://www.pellonprojects.com

This quick and easy project is a fun way to use up favorite fabric scraps.  A handmade key fob makes a great 
stocking stuffer, teacher’s gift, or present for the person who has everything.

         Key Fob Wristlet   
      Skill Level:  Beginner

Designed By
Karin Jordan

Sewn By
Karin Jordan

http://www.leighlaurelstudios.com
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Cutting and Assembly Instructions

Step 1.  For wristlet, cut one 3” x 10” rectangle of fabric one 
2” x 10” rectangle of Fusible Fleece.

For key fob cut one 3” x 5” rectangle of fabric and one 2” x 5” 
rectangle of Fusible Fleece.

Step 2.  Place rectangle of fabric on ironing board, wrong 
side up.  Center the Fusible Fleece rectangle on top of the 
fabric rectangle, with fusible side down.  Press following 
manufacturer’s instructions.

Step 3.  Fold both long sides of the fabric rectangle over the 
Fusible Fleece.  Press.

Step 4.  Fold rectangle in half lengthwise with pressed 
edges tucked in between and not visible.  Press and pin.

Step 5.  Sew closed, as close to the edge as possible.  Repeat 
for other long side.
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Step 6.  Fold the rectangle in half.  Match up the ends and 
place in the hardware.  Using the scrap of felt or batting to 
avoid scratching the metal, lightly squeeze the hardware 
shut.  Double check placement before clamping down 
hard.  Attach the key ring.

Decorative Stitching Ideas - Complete before assembling 
the key fob

Zigzag - Place 1” strip on top of the cutting mat.  Create a 
zigzag pattern by using a disappearing ink marker and 
alternating up and down on each horizontal inch line.  
Stitch before attaching hardware.  

Decorative machine stitch - Select a decorative stitch 
pattern on the sewing machine.  Stitch down the center of 
the fabric with the design.  

Additional horizontal running stitch - Add one or two addi-
tional seams down the center of the rectangle.  
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